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, . Mother and Peerjnfluenpes on Chilften's Se

Since Uaccoby and Jacklin's review

19.74, reseaich interest,on,dex-rdle

This increased interest seems to e

/
clUsion made by Maccoby and J in

suggest that parents'differ:fitially

that such conclusions /

/1

I

haviors of their childr

parents are unwarran

Role Play Behaviors

f sex differences was,pulo,lished in 1

odialization has dramatically increased.;

a response, at least in part, to a con-

(1974) that there is little,evidenCe to

reinforce and putish.tie sex-typed be-

Indeed, both.Block,(1,!74:(and Birhs (197(x) argue ".

egarding differential sel-role.socialization by

ed pehding further study. 4

Since 1974, II ch more evidence regarding differential treatment has.been

/

collected. This evidence 1.evcals the presence of differential reactions to
, /

children% sex yped beh iors by social agents such as nursery school teachers

and peers ( . Etau Collins,'& Gerson, 1975; Fagot, Note 1; in press;

Fagot & Pat rson l969; McCandless, Bush & Carden, 1976), Differential.

*
parental s x- le socialization, however,'has not received extensive investi-

,

'gation,

parent

Fa t

ild

sex-

there are indications that, differential treatment extends tc0,.

S well (e.ig., Fagot, 1974; Note 2; Lamb & Lamb,'1976). For example,

I

974, Note 2) has found that both fathera'and mothers of 2-year-old
1

en tend to radt positively-to sex- appropriat play and negativily to

appropriate play. This was,, especially true for phrente Of :24ear-old

boy

/
\//

The present investigation is one.of-a series of stildies which we have

signed.to examine the relative contributions of ths,primary socializing

gents on the child's'sex -role development. The study reported here was

designed to determine Whether 'IN hers and peers of nursery school children

differentially rewatd play with sexLappropriate toys and differentially

punish or extinguish play with sex inappropriate toys.

7.;
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Eurthet, our,study employed an-experimental paradigm which controlled

for the number and types of sex-typed toys present during mother-child and'

peer-child interaction. Past 'research on differential reactions to sem-

-typed 14ay have encountered difficulaies in determining reactions to play

with sexrinappropriatetoys'(e.g., Fagot, in press; Note 1; Fagot & Patterson,

19,69)., These difficulties seem'to be due to'the low frequencies of (children's

play with sex-inappropriate toys in naturalistic settings. Thus, we used

;

an experimental paradigm which allowed us to determine mothers' and peers'

reactions to children playing,with both sex-appropriate and sex-inappropriate

toys.

Method.

The subjects in our study were 46 3- and 5-year-old boys and girls,

their mothers, and their same-sex, same -age peers. The children were selected

from several middlerclass nursery schools in Austin,Texas.

Each child
It

was observed via a concealed video camera for a total of

25 minutes. Ten minutes of that time was spent with the mother, 10 with the

peer, and 5 minutes alone. In each of these conditions (with mother, peer or

alone) a'newtoy set was introduced. The tour setsand their descriptiots

are listed in'Table 1. During the first half of each condition one toyfrom

Insert Tablel about here

a-sdt was present and during' the second half of each condi&on the paired

toy from the set was,present. Thus, Johnny Doe would have his mother,or`
A

peer with him for 10 minutes, half of that time with a'masculine to and the

other half with the paired feminine toy.

0

'4
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The experimenter escorted each child:to an unused rooMA.ft themursery
,

.school and gave the child this instructioh:

"Hake sure to play with thialoy theway you're supposed to." This

instruct;pn was given in orderto elicit play with each toy. The experimenter

then presented the toy to the child, repeated the instruction, and left to

1 get the mother or peer. On the way to the room, mothers and peers were told

that they'COuld play With the child if they wished, but that they could do
4

A

whatever they.wanted to do.

Seventeen behavior categories representing children's toy play, and

mother/peer reinforcement, pinishment, and extinction were coded from the

videotapes by undergraduates who were naive as to the purpose of the study.

Coders recorded the presence or absence of each behavior'every five seconds

using a behaviorAcheck list. The behavior categories and the inter-coder

reliabilities are shown in Table 2.

In order

14 1 Mir

Insert Table.2 about here

o sets the reactions of mothers and peers to children's play

with sex-approp \Jet

of mother/peer r spo

using.a Greco -Lat

and sex-inappropriate toys, we analyzed the contingencies

ding to toy play. Specifically, analyses of variance

uare design were performed on the proportion of time

ited responses when children were playing with mascu-

,

Our unit of inalysis,ethen, was the proportion of time

mothers and peers

line or feminine to

mother/peer response

interval, relative to\

5-minute observation P

co

the

rio

occurred with the child's toy play withid a 5-second

total amount of time spent in toy play during each

5



Results

The results will be presented in terms'a (1), Aifferences in responding

between Mothers_and peers which were not cif.ferential in 'nature and (2)

patterns of,differential reactions by mOthers and peers to play with sex-

appropriate and sex-inappropriate toys.

(1) The first pattern of repltd lydicates differences between mothers'

and peers' responses; that is, differences in styles and types of responses
;

exhibited by mothers and.peers, regardless of whether the child was playing

with a masculine or feminine toy.' As we see in.Table.3, mother's tend to be

more rewarding and positive than peers when children play, while peers tend

to be more punishing than mothers. An important qualification should be

Insert Tabre 3 aboUt here -,

. t
. .

,
noted,, however. Spcificilly, mothers of 5-year-olds reinforced their children

.. s ..' .. .

less overall than mothers of 3 -year -olds while peers of 5-year-olds reinforced

. . ,

children more than peers of 3-year-olds% This suggeits that peers may

on increasing importance as socializing aeents with age while motherd' in-

fluence may deCrease.

(2) Patterns of 'differential reactiona.by mothers and peers to children's

play with sex-appropriate and sex-inappropriate tois were found as well. When

boys played with feminine toys and girls played with masculine. toys, they

were more likely to be ridiculed by both peers and mothers than when they

played with sex-appropriate toys. Moreover, there was a clear developmental

pitterm of increasing contingent verbal interference over age, for play with .

9

sex-inappropriate toys.

. ,
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Numerous interaction effects reraled varioudpatterns of mother/peer

differential. treatment for girls and,boys. Table4 indicateg"the mean pm-
.

portion Of contingent reinforcement,.punishlent and extinction &it. girld'.
. .

x

- Insert Table 4 about"terd

appropriate play. For girls, differential-reward for play with feiihine toys

. increased with age and was provided by both mothers alpeers. Further, con-

tingent ignorini Was observed more when girls - played with ma'c'hine than

feminine toys and this ignoring was evidenced more by, peers than by mothers.

.

Table 5 shows the mean prdportion of contingent reinforcement, punishment, ,
. .

. . 1
and extinction for boys'_approlitiate play. Is contrast to the pattern for'

o V

11,

Insert Table 5 about-here: 7
O

g>

girls, the finding's for boys revealed very little differential reinforcement
I

for play with masculine toys by either mothers or peers. In fact, not only

did reward for play with, feminine toys i4rease with age, but mothers were
ti

either more likely to provide reward for play wril feminine'toys.or they

.

provided no more reward for play,with masculine than feminine toys. The
t '

pattern of differentiernunishment for 'boys wassvery different, however.

toys were mige likely than girls to encyunter nonresponding from mothers and I

peers when playing with feminine toys. Moreover, peers were significantly,

more likely to hit bdys when they played with feminine than masculinetoys.

An overview of the findings for differential treatment for sex-txped

behaviors suggests that both mothers and peers conaIgently ridicule and
,,

verbally interfere when children play with inappropriate sex-typed toys.

ti

ti
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Moreover, sex-role lerning may be very different for gitls and boys. Girls
,

(
9

are likely to receive more differential reward for play with feminine than

masculine toys and tend to encounter some verbal interference when playing_

-

with.masculine toys. In contrast, boys received little or no differential

.reward from mothers or peers for play with mascUlinetoys. Inste d boys

receiyea differential punishment, ptimarily from peers. Our results suggest

that when boys play with masculine toys', peeks are less inclined to.interrupt

play and are 'likely to engage in solitary play which, by-definition, includes_

witharaw and ignoring behaviors. When boys_play with feMinine toys, however,

peers may b'- more likely to stop what they are doing (nonrespond) and to

interfere an disrupt ongoing activity by hitting or other otherwise behav-
,

iorally interfe ing.

.. Discussion

Let's now look at the total picture provited by the results from this
.

study. Our results i dicath differences in both style and amount of reinforce-
__

ment, punishment and, xtinction delivered by mothers and peers, and further,

that differential treat ent of sex-rdle,Play behaviors is very different for

boys and girls. Mothers tend to be 'rewarding and positive-in their.treattgent

of play, andhis is cons stent with other research indicating that children

d '

percelve.mothers to be nur urant, warm, and affectionate (e.g., Droppleman &

Schaefer, 1963; Mussen & Ru erford, 1963). Moreover, mothers' differential

reinforcdbaent of their daughters play with'feminine toys- is consistent with

41 ).research on female nursery school-teachers (e.g., Etaugh et al., 1975;'Fagot

& Patterson, 1969; McCandless et al., 1976). Taken togethet, this body of

research suggests that female caretakers in general tend to reinforce behaviors

alreadyopresent in their own behavioral rtoire (namely fetinine behaviors)

and behaviors for whicri they may once have been reinforced by others.

I

a
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. A

The lull of differential reward far boys?_ play with masculine toys con-
, 111

) .

.

flicts.withlearlier findings which had suggestekhig,hbaMounts of Male peer
.

'11 .

i

reinfercementfor masculine activities in naturalistic settings (e.g., Fagot

. . .

,'.\:

& Patterson, 1969; McCandless et al., 1976). This inconsistency n findings

.

9

may be due to differences in the defihitions of reward and punishment since

me.Used a number Of very discrete behavioral categories while a punter. of

other studies have used more broad classifications. The differences might

also be dile to the experimental paradigm' employed in this study9_ The preseht

findings suggest that peers' differential use of punishment far boys' play----..

with feminine toys May be an even more important factor in sex-role learning '..':

than differential reward korTlay-with masculine toys., Indeed, Mischel (1970)toys.,

hat suggested that'sodialtzing agents are more likely to use behaviors that
A

. are strong in their own4Dehavioral'repetoire to socialize others. Therefore,

it could be argued that since males,tend to be more physically aggressive and

antisocial than girls (e.g., Langlois, Gottfried & Seay, 19730erbin,.01Leary,

Kent & Tonick, 19/3Y; they tend to.uge'those behaviors in their: treatment of

sex-role play behaviors .
0 u

It is also likely that boys receive differential treatmentfrom social-

.izing agehtb other than peers or mothers, such asfathere andsiblings. There-

. fore, the lack of differential reward from mothers and peers does not mean

that reward 4.s aft jnvolveein boys' setrole acquisition.

In sum, our results strongly,sugge'st the presence of differential reac-.

'

tions in mothers and peers when, children plal;Nwith sex-typed toys. Moreover,

the differing patterns for girls and bovelndicatethat sex-role learning'ase.

Well as the agents of sex-role socialization may be_ very different as a functioti

of the child's gender. Futureinvestigations shouLd'be directed at other agents

,

in the child's. social netwoik such as fathers and siblings! Mixeover, the
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8

specification, and analysis of individual types of reinforceient, punishm&a,

-

and extinctidn may add aureciably,to our knowledge about the contingencies
r

Of ,differeiitial treatment that operate on children's -sex -role ecquisttion.

O
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Downs & Landlois. MPA..197'

Table l'

The TOT
.

Set 1- Paired on the basis of a similar number of.movable4pieces

Masculine toy- An army set with numerous soldiers, tanks and:

war vehidles
.

Feminine toy - A, doll house with numerOui,furniture pieces and .

four people repres4 enting a family

/ ,,; .

..11Set 2- Paired on the basis that both toys elicit,drnmatic and "pretilid"

play

Masculine toy- A.highway toll booth set.with three cars, a motor--

cydle, and a driver

Feminine toy -TfA.Holly Hobby stove with pots, yens and eating
'

'utensils
' 4 .

1 a
.

a ....
'puttingSet 3- Paired on tilt basis that both involve putting on garments

Masculine toy-Two cowboy outfits including hilts, guns, holsttrs,

and bandanas .'..=
.

.,' 0 0 . '

1 1

Feminine toy ;-- ii',Wo women' s dress-up outfits, including- dreises,:.

.
. ,

" ,
. .

hats, high,heels, a vanity mirror, a -purse andqt
.

accessories'

' . .

1'8 . .i .
-

Note: -these toyS were rated highly masculine or highly feminine °

from a large list' of'toys by college studenth in a child 'psychology.
course'. ,

... .

2
Note:-''''' Thq order of conditions (motfiero peer, alone), the toy,sets

e , '

(1,2,3), as -biell at the toys within sets were counterbalanced for
order. . ,-

..- .

4
: ..

4

13
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li

Categoi

behavior Categories

Reliability
Coefficient ,

Dorris & Larislois, MPA, 1977

.Table 2

and Aeliabilit'Y Coefficients
7--

Reinforcemell
Attend ..943"
.ttai'se a .943

Help

Smile

.
Talk -

,
4..

Affection

.748

.905

ti

..949

imitation .916

>Share

Accsii.t objedt

Punishment
Verbal. interference .861

.893

49

Beh. interference .952

Ridicule

`Intrusive

Withdraw

:bxtinotion
ignore'

Nonrespond.

.976

.867

.888

873

983

ggy A4pprOpriate'Play .958

Visual inspection 6r 'looking'
Verbal statements such asingood, that's
righte'you're smart ", etc.
Physical assistance inthe context 'of
toy play .

9

tiV'e- verbal 'interaction in the44.

of playing with a toy, but ,not
including. a verbal punishment or other
verbal. reinforcement
Phrases of endearment or hugging, kiss-
-ing, Playfully manipulating and patting
the head
Replication of the child's verbal or
physicalactivity; in, the context of°
toy play, within 15 seconds
A.division of resources in which' an.
object is Voluntarily-given to the child
A toy is received,by the peer/mother.

OP

Verbal. disruption or interference with

Physical disruption or interference-
with the child's'behav\or such as
taking a toy away from 'the child or
putting a toy out of reach
Frowning, or sh4king the head in.a
negative manner from side to side'
AttaCks, hurtful 'or harmful aggression
such as hits,, hits with objects, kicks
Active avoidarice,on :the part of the
mother/peer 'such as a refusal to coop-
erate (`verbal or behavioral, a refusal
to play or refusal to tak aitoy which
is offered by the child

the child's toy play

There is no response either verbally
or physical34y to thechild's play as
well as no eye contact,
Thepe_is absolutely no responding on
the" ,bart--7orthe mother/peer although
there-may be eye contact c

The child plays with tde toy in a
manner appropriate for that toy
(regardless of whether the toy is
masculine- or feminine-typed).

14
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Downs & Langlois, MPAL 1977

Table 3',

.Differencestn'Responding Between Mothers and Peers

Which Were Not Differential to the SekAppropriateness of Toys 1
'

2

Reinforcement

-Attend

Praise

Help

Smile

Affection

Imitation

Share

Accept Object

Punishment

Verbal Interference.=

Behavioral Interference

Ridicule

Intrusive

, Withdraw

I)

Extinction

Differences

Mothers > Peers

Mothers ) Peers

Mothers > Peers
SIS

No dgferences

Motors) Peers

teers > Mothers

No differences

Mother's> Peers

'Peers,t.Mothers

Peers ? Mothers

No differences

Peers) Mothers

Peer's> Mothers
,

Ignore Peers > Mothers

Nonrespond Mothers > Peers,

1

Note: all differences Are 2<(.05 or greater
.

%,7*

?Note: These findings represent the extent to which mothers and
peeii 'differ:ed.-in the frequency of contingent responding to awn
given toy play exhibited bychildren,
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4

0

0

a

as

0

Reinforcement
. ,

Attehd

Praise

Help '1

Smile

Talk

Affection

imitation

Wiare -

Accept Object,

Punishme

Verbi

.de v.

idioule

lntiusive

Withdraw

bxtinction

' ignore,

Nonxespond

4

:Table
I

Mean Proportion of Contingent einforcement, Pu4shment, and

Axtinction for '3.so_s Appropriate Playl
WS*

3 -year -Old u i s 5-Year-Old Girls.
. ,

Masculine My,: eminine Toy' Masculine Toy... peminine
,

Mothqr Peer other Peer Mother Peer ther

.---88.25 ''' 69. 91%67 tt-167:67. --"686::67 -t---45;6q 2.50 .'

8.50 .58 15:92 1.42 5.67 1.i7 9.83, .
7,33 .17- 8.75' t..50 6.76 1.25 8.83
4.83

.
.1.81 6.83 3.08 8.50 . 11.92 .17 -

28.9 12.67 -22.83 22.00, 20.00 '23:92 1 .58

.58 .00 , 2.00 .00 .00 47 s.,4105 .92.
-. / 5.83 23.0o 5.5p 6.60 7.00 1.50 .25

.' 4.58 ." 3.58 2.67 1.75 1.83 .58 .42

..

.
\J- 1-7

1.92 '!5. 3.17 2.17 2.00 .83

interfer. 2.00
$ T

Interfe. 2.33

2.33

.00

1.92

6.03
21.25

2.08'

2.25

5.58-

.33

3.92

45 4.83

.17 .

.150
= 3.50

.00 .67

--.17 3.83

27,17 4.33-
4'

.

1.75 -

1.58.
3.58

.25

.00

6.00\
2:0a
2 83F

1.58

10.83 31.33
6.08 25.83- '.10.17' 15.92 .25

. '
92

.25
1.58

00

.00'

2.58
26.17

oy'

Peer

:50

.67

.58

22.58

.33

5.83

1.58

.33

4.58 - -

.92
'75
.33

1.50

13.58
r

5.83
"'Note: Means represent proportion of co-occurring mother/peer'responses'and child''s toy play every5 seconds divided by the total number of 5-second intervals in which toy play occurred duringeach 5 minute observation period.
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,Reinfo,Pcement
'Attend
Praise'
Smile ,

dd

m

at Affection
tz' 'Imitation

'Share
Oblect

unishm+

Verbal Interfer.
Behay. Interfer.
kidicule

O

0

le' 5
Mean Proportion of Contingen Reinf rcement, Punishment, and

:e.xtinction for 1210 s° App priate. playl

masculine" Toy Femi ine
Mother Peer Mother Peer.

#4

*

93008 67.58 93 75.92

intrusive
Withdraw

'v 'Ignore
N'onresporid

9.50. :83 14 25' 1.75
_10.58 .2.5 7,5 1.75

ki.33 '.. 1:7,5" 8.67 '4.42
26.50 23.92 26.75 27.00

.00- . Q 3.58.p 3.5 .00
7.42 12.67 5.75 7:50

1 .75 4..00 3.7), , 3.58.
1.33.e 1.9' 4.17. . 50

0

4.42 5.42
2.67 5.17
11 .25_ 1.25

.25 .G0

1..17 1*0. 50

.1

.75 5.00
.42 '4._50

.i7, I, -9.50.,
I

% ra

;PO .t.75-:

'4. 92- . 4:83

8.92 30.33 . j. 8,50 4/ 21.17
30.58 7.25 33.00 ,) 17.58

5. ,..

3-Y ear-01d aoys 5- Year -Old" Boys*-.
- Masc41.ine Toy ,Feminine Toys

:Mothei Peer Mother Peer

73.75
5.08
5.30
,9.50
31:58'

.00
3.00

.50
3.83

2 .83 4.83 5.33 5.33
2.58 3.17 1 4.75 5.92
2.25 1.67 . 5.42 3.08
,..00 t > .00 v 2.08
417 "'8.-83 2.75 16:

!2.67

55..33 81.83 70:33
1.33 6.83 1.75
75 8.00 2.58

16.92, 11.17 20.58
14.17 32.00 25.67

.00 , .17 .00
6.83
1 .08 2.33 -1,00
2.67 6.00 1.60

10.42 43. 92' 1-3.,00 24.17-
15.58 2.08. 15.75 1.08

cite t Me4-is' represent -proportion of co- occurring Inothettpeer responses and child' s toy play everyr.:5 'Oconds div ed by the total number. of 5-second intervals in which toy play occurred during,.---abil.5"nfin e observation period.' ,.. './
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